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from the Editors desk’ 

 

 

 

F 
lying in the sky, feeling like floating in the air and viewing the city from above, are just some of the interesting and amazing things 

that a passenger inside an airplane can feel. Riding an airplane is one of the wonderful experiences one can have. Airplanes can 

bring us to distant places, with the shortest possible time, because airplanes are the fastest means of travel. 

     The smooth travel in the air can be interrupted by several factors, which can cause some discomforts during the flight or worst, 

if not managed properly, can lead to plane crash. Aside from plane crash, another controversy that the aviation field has to deal with, is the 

disappearance of several aircraft, leaving no traces. The causes behind the aircraft crashes and disappearances have been studied for years. 

The result, oftentimes, had always been debatable from intentional to accidental.  

     Viewing human error versus mechanical failure from the options of the cause was also inevitable. However, several people also believe 

that there might be extraterrestrial involvement for the disappearances. 

     Whenever an aircraft vanishes without a trace, the question “why”, reoccurs in my mind from time to time. Disappearance of aircraft re-

quire closure by the discovery of the  causes attributed to the incident. There are between 250-300 aircraft worldwide which have knowingly 

gone missing over water or land since the advent of human flight. Aviation Safety Network, which tracks missing planes, documents 85 pas-

senger, cargo, and military transport aircraft that have gone missing without a trace since 1948, along with eight maritime patrol aircraft, five 

corporate jets and six air taxis. In each case, not a single piece of wreckage, oil slick or body has been found 

     The recent and unprecedented disappearance of Malaysia Airlines Flight MH370 and its 239 people on board, has shown that the aviation 

industry's capabilities of tracking aircraft are limited, and should be substantially improved.  

     When a plane crashes over a large body of water, especially at sea or an ocean, it "disappears" until it is located. Whether in remote areas 

of the ocean or rugged mountain regions where snow or forests hide wreckage from view, planes have been disappearing for decades, leaving 

authorities, aviation experts and victims' families with no answers. The biggest ocean search in human history has failed to turn up even a 

confirmed trace of the MH370 aircraft, which had left Kuala Lumpur for Beijing on March 08, 2014, and is believed to have gone down in a 

remote part of the Indian Ocean, after the pilot inexplicably turned off the communication system and made an unplanned U-turn. The disap-

pearance is the deadliest and most recent in a long line of aviation mysteries, that experts say may never be solved. 

     The trauma of these incidents can have a profound effect on all those associated with the tragedy. There is little precedent for this latest 

event with MH370 missing for so long. The trauma of losing a loved one, or friend, in the unique circumstances surrounding this flight can 

bring complex and protracted reactions. Friends and family are likely to be experiencing a range of emotions, including shock, despair, anger, 

frustration and hope. 

     We know that people experience the impact of trauma when they are confronted with an event that threatens their own life, or the life of a 

loved one. Some traumatic events happen suddenly (such as the missing flight) and are totally unexpected in an otherwise normal life.  

Other traumatic events can be prolonged and cumulative, in that they can be a series of events that take place over a period of time (such is 

the case in domestic violence). 

     .The traumatic experience of this is likely to be further heightened by feelings of powerlessness and helplessness and having no control 

over the event, and no ability to join in the search for their loved one. 

     Families and friends are not only dealing with the trauma of their loved one not being with them, but also the trauma of the unknown – 

their whereabouts, or what has happened to them. 

     Given the uncertainty of what exactly has happened to the flight, many family and friends are likely to be feeling some hope that they will 

see their loved one again. Without closure, some people will hold on to this hope for years to come. 

     But it is the nature of an ambiguous loss such as this, the feelings of not knowing what happened and holding hope, that can keep families 

frozen in time, unable to move forward and grieve. 

     At the moment, those families are only able to consider what happened yesterday, what is happening right now and what may happen to-

morrow. Further planning without their loved one is likely to seem incomprehensible. The commonalities of the experience of grief crosses 

countries and cultures. Individual cultures may have different supports, rituals and ways of dealing with grief, but the enduring feelings of 

loss will be present for all 

     It's crazy that we can still lose planes on route in a world with immense technologies like Google Maps, satellites and GPS. Could it be 

that the world is much bigger than we thought, or something beyond our human comprehension is happening here? We may never know.  

The number of C-17 Globemaster IIIs that rolled off the line at 

The Long Beach California plant closed its assembly line in November 2015. 

https://www.lifeline.org.au/Get-Help/Facts---Information/Domestic-Abuse---Family-Violence/Domestic-Abuse-and-Family-Violence
http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2014/03/15/the-flight-370-paradox-how-do-you-mourn-a-missing-person.html
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New Interesting thought About MH370 Disappearance 

Australia's MH370 search has ignored evidence of someone at the controls  
      

T wenty-two months ago, on March 8, 2014, at 1:00 AM, an ultramodern Boeing 777 of Malaysia Airlines suddenly and without warning 

disappeared from radar over the South China Sea en route from Kuala Lumpur to Beijing.  

     Flight MH370 had 239 people on board and the pilot in command was captain Zaharie Ahmad Shah, a highly respected and very experi-

enced aviator.  

     The B777 is state of the art; probably the safest aircraft flying today. How then could it disappear?  

     Many theories surfaced, but all of these can be explained away by the superb protection devices and warning systems of the B777. Emer-

gencies such as engine fire or explosive decompression are easily handled by well-trained pilots, who practise these scenarios in simulators 

every six months.  

     At first it was thought to be a bomb, as only a sudden massive event (such as MH17 being shot down over Ukraine) could have prevented 

a well-trained crew from reacting according to their training.  

     One theory that was never considered was the phenomenon of electronic fog.  

     The electronic fog is created in horizontal tunnels that form between thunderstorm cells. They are usually about two miles high and last 

for about 5 minutes. When they collapse, they emit a puff of fog that can last for many hours after the storms have dissipated. The fog can 

drift all the way down to earth, and on rare occasions, an updraft can lift the fog to higher altitudes. If an aircraft flies through the electronic 

fog, it can attach itself to the aircraft, similar to St. Elmo’s fire.  

  Now for the Malaysian flight.  

     The first indication the airliner may have been in trouble was when the co-pilot signed off from Malaysian air traffic control. He said, “All 

right, good night.” Normally he would say something like “Malaysian 370, contacting Viet Nam at 128.4, thank you, goodnight.” Maybe the 

electronic fog had just attached itself to the aircraft, so he cut the procedure short. They never contacted Viet Nam airspace and strange things 

started happening immediately after that last call.  

  Here is what might have happened: 

     The fog disabled the radios, and all the glass panels in the Boeing 777’s cockpit, causing them to turn off and turn blank. The pilots had no 

idea of their exact heading because even the whisky compass would be spinning. At that point, they were relying on mechanical backup in-

struments— the altimeter, the airspeed indicator and the attitude indicator to maintain control.  

     They turned about 120-degrees to the left, trying to aim for the nearest airport. They flew higher to more than 43,000 feet as they tried to 

get above the fog, then down to a few thousand feet attempting to fly under it. But the fog continued to cloak the aircraft.  

     When they didn’t find the airport, they made more turns, and that would have disoriented them to the point where they were no longer 

sure of their heading. Pilots in electronic fog often go through a series of turns, then become spatially disoriented, and enter what is known as 

a graveyard spiral, that always ends in death. 

     The Malaysian 370 pilots may have been able to maintain their autopilot, but the heading would have to be controlled by their input. After 

going through a series of turns, they became disoriented, and, like Flight 19, they continued until they ran out of fuel. Also, like Flight 19, 

they unfortunately disappeared in a remote location over the ocean where they may never be found.  

     It seems like every other decade there has been a significant encounter with the mysterious electronic fog. Mainstream science has not yet 

recognized the existence of electronic fog, so it is not even being considered as a possibility with the mystery of the Malaysian airliner. It is a 

rare phenomenon. And it is real because many pilots have seen it and talked to others who have experienced it. No one has been able to de-

bunk the theory in over 43 years.  

     Could this be what happened to the Malaysian airliner? Only time will tell. So far everything we know about the 

flight seems to point in that direction. People are starting to ask if this has anything to do with the Bermuda Triangle 

mystery. Over the years, many scientists, many of them famous, all believed that the phenomenon of electronic fog is 

plausible. The late great scientist and author Dr. Arthur C. Clarke said that the universe is stranger than we can imag-

ine, and the only way to discover the limits of the possible is to go beyond, into the impossible.  

          And clear your mind of “can’t”  
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Pilots Are Forgetting How to Fly Manually 
Reliance on automation is a growing concern. 

T he act of flying an airplane has come a long, long way since the Wright Brothers took their first brief glides 

off the dunes at Kitty Hawk. Now, with fly-by-wire systems and increasingly competent autopilot, planes 

more or less fly themselves most of the time. And while that can be great—both for lazy pilots and for safety—it's 

got the Department of Transportation a little worried. It's afraid pilots don't actually know how to fly anymore.  

     The concern comes out in a recent report and rather benignly titled "Enhanced FAA Oversight Could Reduce Hazards Associated With 

Increased Use of Flight Deck Automation," the meat of the paper digs into what those hazards are exactly, and offers FAA some pointers on 

how it could step up its game.   

From the report: While airlines have long used automation safely to improve efficiency and reduce pilot workload, several recent accidents, 

including the July 2013 crash of Asiana Airlines flight 214, have shown that pilot’s who typically fly with automation can make errors when 

confronted with an unexpected event or transitioning to manual flying. As a result, reliance on automation is a growing concern among in-

dustry experts, who have also questioned whether pilots are provided enough training and experience to maintain manual flying proficiency. 

      Relying too heavily on automation systems may hinder a pilot's ability to manually fly the aircraft during unexpected events. While FAA 

has taken steps to emphasize the importance of pilots' manual flying and monitoring skills, the Agency can and should do more to ensure that 

air carriers are sufficiently training their pilots on these skills.  

     The paper's ultimate recommendations are that the FAA gin up some way to track evaluate pilots actual ability to fly manual, something 

it's not really doing right now. Those methods might include tracking how often pilot’s are actually flying manually on a day-to-day basis, 

and beefing up simulation training to give pilots a better feel for how to manually do things that the autopilot usually handles.  

How long before we're having this same conversation about people in cars?  

T he first class of Canadian-trained 

CF-17 Chinook crew mem-

bers has graduated from 450 Tactical 

Helicopter Squadron’s brand new train-

ing facility at Garrison Petawawa. 

     The six pilots, two flight engineers 

and two loadmasters were recognized at 

a ceremony at the base in February 

2016. 

     Previously, crew members were 

trained by Boeing pilots and had to 

travel to do simulator and other types of 

training at facilities run by the U.S. 

Army and other military operators of 

the big twin rotor aircraft. 

     This class was completely trained at 

the $130 million facility at Petawawa. 

In addition to classrooms, ops centre 

and other facilities, the training centre 

boasts four simulators. 

      The flight training takes five 

months and includes simulator and 

stick time in all facets of operational 

flying. 

The RCAF has 15 new Chinooks 

and they were purchased in 2013 

and 2014 

CMFEA  2015  FINANCIAL REPORT 

Following is a summary of the financial activity of the Canadian Military Flight Engi-

neers Association. 

Details of the CMFEA financials is available in the 2015 activity reports. 

 

Cash on hand on 01 January 2016:   CFMEA -    $11,953.73 

       

 CFMEA:  CHEQUING -  $1604.99, SAVINGS - $3098.66, GIC - $7232.08 

 

INCOME:   From dues and donations was         $271.00 

       From GIC interest was             $237.73 

       From QCU interest minus fees was    $ 26.37 

TOTAL  INCOME         $535.12 

 

RECURRING EXPENSES: 

PROP WASH: Publisher $300.00 Honorarium, Printing $228.03, Mailing  $438.57 

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP DRAW:  $100.00 

AIRFORCE MUSEUM:  $200.00 

 

ONE TIME EXPENSES: 

WEB SITE UPDATE AND SERVER FEES:  $904.00 

 

Douglas Gauthier    13 February 2016 

Treasurer CMFEA 

https://www.oig.dot.gov/sites/default/files/FAA%20Flight%20Decek%20Automation_Final%20Report%5E1-7-16.pdf
https://www.oig.dot.gov/sites/default/files/FAA%20Flight%20Decek%20Automation_Final%20Report%5E1-7-16.pdf
https://www.oig.dot.gov/sites/default/files/FAA%20Flight%20Decek%20Automation_Final%20Report%5E1-7-16.pdf
http://www.popularmechanics.com/cars/g2215/self-driving-cars-auto-economy/
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shore ves-

finally 

earlier replacement of the Sea Kings. And of course, there are numerous examples of contracts being awarded 

Crew member awarded flight engineer wings for RCAF CH-147F  
 

O n February 24, 2015, the squadron’s commanding officer, Lieu-

tenant-Colonel Chris McKenna, presented CH-147F Chinook 

helicopter flight engineer (FE) wings to Corporal Bellamy. To earn his 

wings, Corporal Bellamy successfully completed operational cadre 

training for the new category II CH-147F flight engineer qualification. 

And why is this special? As Lieutenant-Colonel McKenna noted, these 

are the first ‘made in Canada’ flight engineer wings awarded to aircrew 

for Canada’s new CH-147F Chinooks. All of Corporal Bellamy’s train-

ing took place in Canada, at 450 Squadron. 

     “It’s an honour to be part of this organization” said Corporal Bella-

my. “I’m looking forward to being able to contribute more to growing 

the squadron to its full potential.” 

     A seasoned Royal Canadian Air Force aviation technician, Corporal 

Bellamy was the first untrained FE to undertake operational cadre train-

ing without any previous experience on CH-146 Griffon or CH-147D 

Chinook tactical aviation helicopters. 

     He began his training in September 2014 with an intensive ground 

school phase, followed by 110 hours in the flying phase and advanced 

tactical phase. He applied his new skill sets in a low-altitude, high-threat 

environment by day and night. During his training he learned basic se-

quences, tactics, accurate judgement of height and distance, confined 

area operations, troop insertions and extractions, pinnacle and slope landings, and load slinging. 

     Not only is he the first Canadian-made F-model Chinook FE, Corporal Bellamy achieved such a high standard during the training that he 

was awarded the status of FE assessor. 

     He came to 450 Squadron from 431 Air Demonstration Squadron – the Snowbirds – and immediately transferred his maintenance exper-

tise to the CH-147F Chinook, conducting pre-flight inspections, refueling, ground runs, walk-throughs and 100-hour inspections. 

     The Royal Canadian Air Force received the last of its 15 new CH-147F heavy-lift, tandem-rotor helicopters in July 2014. They all belong 

to 450 Squadron, which is part of 1 Wing Kingston, Ontario, but located at Canadian Forces Base Petawawa, Ontario. 

     Squadron personnel are actively acquiring the knowledge, skills and expertise needed to establish an in-Canada training capability, includ-

ing the operational cadre training that Corporal Bellamy achieved, followed immediately by progressive levels of operational capability. 

It’s anticipated that the Chinook fleet will become fully operational by 2017, with some 25 FEs in 450 Squadron going, in the words of the 

squadron motto: ‘By Air to Battle. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Chris McKenna (left), the commanding officer 

of 450 Tactical Helicopter Squadron, presents Corporal Reid  

Bellamy with his CH-147F Chinook flight engineer wings on  

February 24, 2015, at the squadron’s hangar in Petawawa, Ontario.  

 

The Short Stirling was the first four-engine British heavy bomber of the Second World War. 

     It was designed by Short Brothers to meet an Air Minis-

try specification from 1936. When the preferred design from  

Supermarine had to be abandoned, the Stirling was ordered for the 

RAF. It entered service in early 1941, but had a relatively brief 

operational career as a bomber, being relegated to second line du-

ties from late 1943, when other more capable four-engine RAF 

bombers, specifically the Handley Page Halifax and Avro Lancas-

ter, took over the strategic bombing of Germany. 

     The Stirling was used for mining German port areas and new 

built and converted Stirlings fulfilled a major role as a glider tug 

and supply aircraft during the Allied invasion of Europe in 1944–1945. 

 

Flight Engineers station  

on the Short Stirling 

FE bunk on the Stirling Its enough to make a Helo FE turn green with envy 

http://www.canada.com/News/canada/concerned+about+Cyclone+helicopter+engines/11148363/story.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Short_Brothers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Air_Ministry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Air_Ministry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Handley_Page_Halifax
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avro_Lancaster
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avro_Lancaster
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REUNION 2016 THE LAST BLAST  

REGISTRATION FORM 

Please fill in the following form and send with appropriate moneys to register. 

 

Name:       

 

Spouse/Guest:       

 

Address:             City:       

 

Province:        Postal Code:         Phone:       

 

Email:       

 

Please click on menu and indicate Yes/No for the events you & your spouse/guest plan to attend or  

select Weekend Package for all three events.  

 

Meet & Greet:                    Dinner/Dance:              Departure Breakfast:   

$15.00 per person            $50.00 per person                $20.00 per person   

           

Special Weekend Package:     {all three events} 

$65.00 per person             

 

Please make cheque/money order payable to : CMFEA Reunion 2016 

These payments  can be mailed to: 

D.M. "Knock" Knockleby 

46 First Ave. 

Trenton ON 

K8V 4C4      Tel. 613-394-5958 

If you would like to pay by email please contact us at: cmfeareunion2016@gmail.com and we can make arrangements to  

accommodate you. 

To contact reunion committee email us at: cmfeareunion2016@gmail.com 
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Hotel Listings Reunion 2016 Trenton 

Here is a sample of  Hotels in the Trenton Belleville area. Hotels marked with * have a number of rooms blocked off 

for guests attending the reunion and will offer military discounts. Please State Flight Engineer Reunion or Associa-
tion and give the reservation number provided for that facility. 

 

*8 Wing Accommodations & Conferencing (50 rooms currently blocked off on first come first serve.  

$55.00 per night) Requires military ID or CF1 card. 

Web site; www.cfbtrenton.com 

email; reservationsdesk@forces.gc.ca, 

 Reservation# 276522 

Tel; 1-877-469-8566 {press 1 for reservations)  

 

*Travelodge Trenton             * Ramada Trenton Hotel   
  598 Old Hwy 2 Trenton                   99 Glen Miller Rd.           

  613- 965-6789                                 613-394- 4855 

  Reservation #23239194                    Just state "Flight Engineer Association" 

 

* Comfort Inn Trenton                Bayside Motel Trenton 

   Monogram Place Trenton,               554 Old Hwy 2 Trenton 

   613-965-6660                  613-392-9281 

   Reservation #2455505 

 

Best Western Hotel Belleville     Comfort Inn Belleville 

387 North Front St Belleville                 200 North Park St Belleville 

613-969-1112                   613-966-7703 

 

Fairfield Inn & Suites By Marriot         Ramada Inn Belleville 

407 North Front St Belleville                   11 Bay Bridge Rd Belleville 

613-962-9211         613-968-3411 

 

Holiday Inn Express Hotel & Suites   Townplace Suites By Marriot Belleville 

291 North Front St Belleville                   400 Bell Blvd Belleville  

613-962-1200         613-779-1212  

 

A photon checks into a hotel. The bellhop asks, “Can I help you with 

your luggage?” 

It replies, I don’t have any. I’m travelling light.” 
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Menu Reunion 2016 Trenton 

Dinner will be Buffet Style Catered by Occasions By The Bay 

   Salad: Your choice of; 

 

1. Greek Salad - Mixed Green or bow tie pasta, red & green bell peppers, cucumber, red onions, feta, olives and Greek vinai-
grette 

 

2. Mandarin Orange Salad - Mixed greens, red onions, toasted almonds, orange wedges and a mandarin vinaigrette 

 

3. Southwest Bean Salad - Black beans, corn, edamame, red bell peppers, cilantro and a citrus vinaigrette 

  

   Entree: Your choice of; 

 

1. Locally Aged Roast Beef - Medium rare beef served with horseradish cream sauce and red wine jus 

 

2. Mediterranean Chicken - Chicken breast stuffed  with spinach, feta and pesto served with a pesto cream sauce. 

 

The above choices served with seasonal vegetables and garlic mashed potatoes 

 

Vegetarian/Gluten Free option available (please RSVP choice)   

 

   Dessert: Your choice of; 

 

1. Skor Chocolate Trifle - Brownies, chocolate mousse, caramel sauce, Chantilly crème and crumbled Skor bars 

 

2. Raspberry Trifle - Vanilla pound cake, Grand Marnier custard sauce, raspberry coulis, Chantilly crème with raspberry topping 

 

3. Pumpkin Spice Crème Brulee -  with Chantilly crème and garnished with walnut. 

 

4. Fresh Fruit 

Vegetarian/gluten free option available (please RSVP)  

A panda walks into a restaurant, sits down and orders a sandwich. He eats the sandwich, pulls out a gun and shoots the 

waiter dead. As the panda stands up to go, the manager shouts, “Hey! Where are you going? You just shot my waiter 

and you didn’t pay for your sandwich!” The panda yells back at the manager, “Hey man, I m a PANDA! Look it up!”  

The manager opens his dictionary and sees the following definition for panda:  

“A tree dwelling marsupial of Asian origin, characterized by distinct black and white coloring.  

Eats shoots and leaves.”  
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Schedule of Events Reunion 2016 Trenton 

 

Friday 9 September 2016: 

Registration: 1700 hrs. 413 Wing Trenton, Welcome packages will be handed out at this time.   

Meet & Greet:  1800 hrs. 413 Wing Trenton, Dress: Casual 

Cost per person for this event is $15.00 

Finger food I.E. sandwiches, cheese trays etc. will be included (413 Wing Friday evening   

BBQ may be available at individuals expense) 

 

Saturday 10 September 2016: 

Base/ Simulator Tour: Details are currently being coordinated with 8 Wing Trenton,  

will publish details when available at a later date. 

Scottish/Irish Festival in Trenton (all weekend in Trenton) 

Air Force Museum of Canada (open 10:00 am to 5:00 pm all weekend) 

 

Dinner/Dance: Officers Mess 8 Wing Trenton  

Dress: {Business Casual} Slacks, collared shirt "No Jeans" 

Cocktails 1730 hrs. 

Dinner at 1830 hrs. Buffet style, Catered by Occasions By The Bay 

Dance 2030 hrs. to 1200 hrs. 

Cost per Person $50.00 

 

Sunday 11 September 2016: 

Breakfast:  Officers Mess 8 Wing Trenton 

Meal service will commence at 10.00 hrs. 

Cost per person $20.00, Dress: casual 

 

Total cost for all three events priced individually  

$85.00 per person. 

 

Cost for the Weekend Package (if you attend all three events) 

$65.00 per person 

 

A COURTESY VAN WILL BE AVAILABLE AT SPECIFIC TIMES THROUGHOUT THE WEEKEND 
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 Gelinas, “Ted",  T.D.    May 17, 2015  

 Bowen, Thomas, Ivan  October  05, 2015 

 Maw, Robert, Jack   October 15, 2015  

 Leedham, Murray  December 23, 2015 

F a l l e n  E a g l e s  

We record with great sadness the passing of the 

 following members of the Association 

Eternal rest grant them O Lord, and let perpetual light shine upon them. 

I N T E R E S T I N G  W E B S I T E S  

This is a good collection of aviation museums  

Just click on any museum of interest, and see what’s inside. 

http://www.vgbimages.com/AirMuseums 

This is unbelievable. Someone put a lot of effort into this. 

Click on any link for WW2 Information.  

http://www.thefirearmsforum.com/threads/airplane-picture-

catalog.147232/ 

Warbirds of America 

https://vimeo.com/101647637 

British Airways Boeing 747-400 in D-Check 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_yHtfGH0nI 

PROPWASH WEBSITE 

<http://www.cmfea.ca> 

Association President and Website Editor 

Mac MacGregor — (613) 475-5711 — lg.macgregor@sympatico.ca 

8 Rosslyn Drive, Brighton ON  K0K 1H0 

Treasurer 

Douglas Gauthier ——- fltsimfe@gmail.com  

PO Box 1493 Brighton, ON  K0K 1H0 

Secretary 

D.M. Knockleby —— (613) 394-5958 —— 

knock_knockleby@hotmail.com 

46 First Avenue, Trenton  ON  K8V 4G4 

Editor 

Bruce Dyer —— (905) 639-6709 —— tdyer@cogeco.ca 

701 Castleguard Cr., Burlington  ON  L7N 2W7 

Please submit changes of home or email addresses  

to any of the above executive members 

Ted Gelinas served in the Canadian Armed Forces for 32 years. He 

was a Flight Engineer from 1976 to 1993 where he did tours in Sum-

merside, PEI., Cold Lake, AB., Edmonton, AB., Gagetown, NB.,  

Trenton, ON., and back to Edmonton, AB. He loved his time in the 

service.      

Ivan Bowen was born and raised in Saskatchewan. He joined the 

Canadian Airforce and served his country around the world. After 

retiring from the forces, Ivan joined the post office.   

Murray Leedham  was very proud to have been a part of the Halifax 

Restoration Group for 11 years. He spent many years with the Trenton 

Stamp Club. He spent many years as members of the CFB Trenton 

Yacht Club, travelling, and always had a large garden to share with 

family and friends. Murray retired as a MWO from the Canadian 

Armed Forces after 28 years and went on to fly commercially for 16 

years; ending his career with Worldways in 1990.    

THE FATE OF LIBERATOR KK241 

A n engine from an RCAF Liberator bomber 

that crashed near Chilliwack in 1945 has 

been hoisted off a mountainside and will become a 

permanent memorial to the loss and hardship of 

war. Liberator KK241 left RCAF Abbotsford on a training mission to 

Revelstoke and Penticton, B.C. on June 1, 1945, just 10 weeks before 

the end of the war. All 11 crew members, who were all RAF personnel 

died instantly when the plane hit Welch Mountain, about 100 feet below 

the summit. 

     The location of the wreck has been well known and memorials were 

erected at the site, but the new memorial will be easily accessible. 

     It will be erected in Thompson Park, near Chilliwack. The engine 

will be surrounded by two plinths with the names of the servicemen 

who died. 

     “This is a chance to give them a proper memorial,” said Lt. Ron 

Shore, who’s overseeing the project. 

     As the war in Europe wound down, Allied bomber crews came to 

Abbotsford to train because the terrain and weather is similar to Burma, 

where the next focus of the war was expected. 

Abbotsford was a major training base for Liberator bombers. 
 

http://www.vgbimages.com/AirMuseums

